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Towards Breaking Temperature Equilibrium in Multi-Component 
Eulerian Schemes (U) 

John W. Grove, Thomas Masser 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

We investigate the effects of thermal equilibrium on hydrodynamic flows and describe 
models for breaking the assumption ofa single temperature for a mixture of components 
in a cell. A computational study comparing pressure-temperature equilibrium simulations 
of two dimensional implosions with explicit front tracking is described as well as 
implementation and J-D calculations for non-equilibrium temperature methods. (U) 

Keywords: hydrodynamics, thermal non-equilibrium, hydrodynamic mix 

Introduction 
Numerical schemes for treating mixtures are at the heart of simulations involving 

multiple material components. The excellent textbook of Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot 
(Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot 2002) provides an excellent discussion of the basic flow 
equations for molecularly mixed materials, with an emphasis on applications to chemical 
engineering. A fundamental problem for the computation of such flows is that in fact the 
physics of the mixing process is poorly known and problem dependent in the sense that 
one either must fully resolve the microstructure of the flow (numerically intractable for 
engineering scale problems) or use some phenomenological model to approximate the 
mixing behavior as a sort of homogenized representation of the mixing structure. Such 
models are extremely important for practical computations, but will always be problem 
and flow regime dependent. 

One of the most common mixed cell treatments is to assume that at the microscopic 
scale the material components are phase separated (occupy separate regions in space) and 
in pressure and temperature equilibrium with one another and move with a common 
velocity. Mathematically this leads to a well posed constitutive description of the mixture 
as we will describe in the subsequent sections. This model is hyperbolic and appropriate 
for processes where the time scales are sufficiently long for the subcell structures to come 
into equilibrium with one another. The validity of this approach is based on the 
assumption that at the subcell level, the interfaces between components are sufficiently 
convoluted and that gradients of the flow within the individual components are small 
enough so that each subcell material can be represented by a single pressure, temperature 
and velocity. Since mechanical equilibrium across a material interface requires that 
pressure and the normal component of velocity be continuous across the interface the 
combination of convoluted interfaces inside a cell is sufficient to assume all components 
are in effective pressure and velocity equilibrium. Thermal equilibrium would then be 
imposed by the requirement that there is sufficient thermal conductivity between the 
materials to bring them into temperature equilibrium within time scales that are small 
relative to the computational time step. It is the last condition that is especially 
problematic for shock dominated flows since the shock wave interactions across material 
interfaces can produce large temperature differences across interfaces very quickly, and 
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the time scales for shock wave interactions are short as compared for those of thermal 
diffusion for most materials. 

In this article we will investigate some possible approaches for extending the standard 
mUltiple material Euler equations to include mixtures the components of which are in 
local pressure and velocity equilibrium but may have different temperatures. A 
mathematical analysis of the consequences of these assumptions will be used to formulate 
a family of possible flows models for non-equilibrium temperature flows. Two explicit 
models will be described that have been implemented within an Eulerian hydrodynamic 
code, and a comparison of the results for these models on strong shock interactions will 
be described. 

Thermodynamic Preliminaries 
The notation we use is that of Menikoff and Plohr (Menikoff and Plohr 1989). The 

introduction to book of Israel (Israel 1979) by A. S. Wightman also is very helpful in the 
thermodynamic discussion. These articles contain a number of useful thermodynamic 
identities that we will use freely. We assume that each material in the mixture is governed 
by a separate thermodynamically consistent equation of state, specifically we assume the 

existence of a c l
, piecewise c2 , convex specific internal energy e = e(V,S) for each 

species (in subsequent sections we will distinguish the separate specific internal energy 
functions by a subscript for each material, here we suppress the subscript for clarity of 

notion) as a function of specific volume V = ~ (p is the mass density) and specific 

entropyS in the interior of a convex domain(v,s) E Ov,s ~ {(v ,s) I V> o,S ~ o}, and 

that e(v,s) is lower semi-continuous at the boundaryaov,s . Since the specific internal 

energy is convex, lower semi-continuity of e is equivalent to the statement that at any 
point on aov s , e is either continuous or blows up as it approaches the boundary (see , 

(Niculescu and Persson 2006». The temperature and pressure of the material is given by 
the first law of thermodynamics relation: 

de = TdS - PdV. (1.1) 

In addition, we assume that for fixed specific volume, the specific internal energy is a 
monotone increasing function of specific entropy, thus T ~ 0 and we can invert the 

relation e = s(v,s ) to form a C1concave entropy functions(v,e) with convex domain 

OV ,e · 

The sound speed c , Gruneisen exponent r, and the specific heat at constant volume 
Cvare defined by: 
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22 
p C = - !~ Is = ::e2Is 


_r T = aT I = ~I (1.2)

V av savas 

2
T aT I a eI 

C = as v = as2v . v 

The relation between pressure and temperature, and specific volume and specific 
entropy can be inverted via the Legendre transformation: 

G(P,T) = inf {e(V,S) + PV - TS }. (1.3)
(V ,S)Hlv.s 

The quantity G(p, T) is the Oibb's free energy with convex domain 

Op,T = {(P,T) I inf {e(V,S) + PV - TS } > -oo}. For a convex C1 function e(V,S),
(V ,S) EOv.s 

it can be shown (see (Niculescu and Persson 2006) again) that G(P,T) is strictly 

concave, upper semi-continuous (convex/concave functions are always continuous in the 

interior of their domains), piecewise C1 
, and that at locations where G (p, T) is 

differentiable, it satisfies the relation: 

dG = VdP - SdT. (1.4) 

It is also convenient to introduce the Helmholtz free energy which expresses the 
thermodynamic quantities as functions of specific volume and temperature: 

F(V,T) = inf [e(V,S) - TSj. (1.5) 
S 

For later use, we also define the isothermal compressibility K T , the isentropic 

compressibility K s ' the coefficient of thermal expansion j3, and the specific heat at 

constant pressure C p by the formulas: 

K =_~ av i K =_~av i j3= ~ av l c =Tas l (1.6) 
T vaP ' S vap s' vaT p' p aT p ' 

T 

In appendix A of (Menikoff and Plohr 1989) a variety of useful relations between 
these quantities are listed. In particular we will use the relations: 

KS j32VT Cv as I j3 
K T = 1 - Cp K T = C ' av Tp K T (1.7) 

r =~ K = _1_
' S 2C KV T pc 
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The thermodynamic stability condition can be expressed in terms of the 
compressibilities and specific heats as: 

Cp ~ cjl ~ 0 or K SI ~ K i 1 ~ o. (1.8) 

The quantitiesKsl andKil are sometimes called the isentropic bulk modulus (or 

simply the bulk modulus) and the isothermal bulk modulus respectively. 

Equilibrium Mixtures 
Equilibrium mixtures are characterized by the existence of a thermodynamic free 

energy as a function of two thermodynamic variables and parameterized by the 
component mass fractions. The existence of a free energy means that the flow has a well 
defined temperature and entropy. Since mass fraction is advected for a non-reacting flow, 
the thermodynamics of the mixture is essentially the same as described in the section 
(Thermodynamic Preliminaries) in fluid elements that move with the flow. In particular 
the flow has a single acoustic sound speed. The assumption of an equilibrium mixture 
implies that the time scales of the process that establish the equilibrium (e.g. acoustic 
interactions, thermal conduction, mass diffusion) are short relative to the dynamic time 
scales of interest. This assumption may often be inappropriate, so the use of eqUilibrium 
equation of state models can be problem dependent. 

In general the free energy of a mixture is a complicated function of all of the 
component material properties. In practice however, most applications only consider 
mixtures whose free energies can be described in terms of the free energies of the 
separate components, usually as a mass or volume average of the component free 
energies. In this section we describe two of the most popular equilibrium models in 
common usage. 

Molecular Mixtures: The volume separated mix models to be described below allow 
for components to consist of molecularly mixed subcomponents. Molecular mixing is 
generally appropriate for gases or miscible fluids. These models assume that mass 
diffusion occurs quickly compared to the flow dynamics. A mixture is said to be 
molecularly mixed if all its components occupy the same volume element simultaneously 
and are in temperature equilibrium with each other. Mathematically, this implies that the 
components have a common temperature, T, and the mass density of a component is 

related to the mass density of the mixture via the relation Pk = J.LkP, where J.Lk is the mass 

fraction of species k ,1 ~ k ~ N. In terms of specific volumes, this relation becomes 

V = J.LkVk • If we assume each component satisfies its pure material equation of state 

relative to its specific volume and temperature, then additivity of energy implies that the 
specific internal energy of the mixture is related to the specific internal energies of the 
components by the equation: 
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N 

e(V,S) = I>"ek (V",Sk) 
"=1 (2.1)

N 

J.LkVk = v, T" (Vk,Sk) = T, S = ~J.LkSk ' 
k=1 

Obviously the thermodynamic domain of the mixture is a subset of the intersection of 
the domains of all of the components. Equation (2.1) can be expressed more directly in 
terms of additivity of the Helmholtz free energy: 

N N (V) (2.2)F(V,T) = {;J.LkFdv",T) = {;J.L"F" J.L" ,T . 

It is a straightforward to show the two formulations are equivalent (although the 
equivalence even for phase transitions is slightly more complicated to prove) and that the 
mixture satisfies the thermodynamic relation: 

N 

de = TdS - PdV + ~GkdJ.L" 
k=1 

N 

dF = -SdT - PdV + ~ G"dJ.L" (2.3) 
k=1 

N N 

J.L"Vk = V, P = ~FA: (V",T), S = L:>kSd Vk,T), Gk = Gk (P",T). 
"=1 ,,=1 

Here G" is the Gibb's free energy of the ktlt component. 

In practice, the mixture equation of state will likely be computed by solving a system 
of equations. For example given the mixture specific internal energy e and specific 
volume v, we solve for the mixture pressure and temperature via one or the other of the 
equivalent systems: 

V = J.L" v" ( P", T), k = 1, ... , N P" = P" [;. ,T ), k = 1, ... , N 

Nk or " (2.4) 
e = ~J.Lke (P",T) _ ~ (~ T) 

,,=1 C - L.JJ.LkC 
k 'kI 

"=1 J.Lk 
Thermodynamic derivatives of the mixture can be computed in terms of the 

component values as follows: 

OSI NCv = T- = ~J.L"Cv ,k 
aT V,ji "=1 

V oP I = tv oP" 1 oVk 1 = tVk OPk 1 =? _1 = t_1- (2.5) 
oVT,ji "=1 oVkToV T,ji k=1 OV"T KT "=I KT,,, 

~I =tJ.LkOS" IOVI.:I =tos" l =?L=t~· 
oVT,ji k=1 oV"ToVT,ji k=10V"T KT k=I KT,1.: 
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Equation (2.5) can be used to compute the sound speed and Gruneisen exponents of 
the mixture: 

Vf3 1';" Vkf3k 1 ';" 
r = -- = -DJ..Lk-- = -DJ..LkCvk r k 

CVKT Cv k = l KT,k Cv k= l ' 

N 	 NC2 1 1 f3T 1 2 lIT 2 ~ 2 ~ ( 2 2 ) 2 6) pc = - = - +r- = - + r -- :::} C = DJ..LkCk + DJ..Lk r - r k CvkT ( . 
Ks KT KT KT V k= l k= l ' 

f32VT 
Cp = Cv +--. 

KT 

From the formulas for the mixture isothermal compressibility and specific heat at 
constant volume, we see that the sound speed of the mixture is real if all of the 
components satisfy the thermodynamic stability constraints separately. It is also useful to 
derive a relation between changes in mixture pressure, mixture entropy, mixture specific 
volume, and mass fractions. Using equation (2.1) or (2.2) and the above identities, we 
find that: 

dP 	 22 ';"OGkl = -p22
C dV + pr TdS + p C D-- dJ..Lk· 	 (2.7) 

k= l oP s,j1 

Pressure-Temperature Equilibrium: Another popular assumption for well mixed 
compositions is pressure temperature equilibrium, where the components occupy disjoint 
volumes but are assumed to be at the same temperature and pressure inside a volume 
element. In this model, the volume fractions CY.k , mass fractions, micro-densities, micro

specific volumes, total density and specific volume are related by the formula: 

CY.kPk = J..LkP, CY.kV = J..Lk Vk· 	 (2.8) 

The specific internal energy is given by: 

N 

e(V, S) = 	LJ..Lkek (Vk, Sk ) 
k= l 

N N 
(2.9) 

Pk (Vk, Sk) = P, Tk (Vk,Sk) = T , V = L J..LkVk' S = L J..Lk Sk' 
k= l k= l 

The Gibb's free energy of the mixture is thus: 

N 

G (P ,T) = LJ..LkGd p ,T ) . 	 (2.10) 
k = l 

As with the molecular mix, most often, one would evaluate the P-T equilibrium state 
of a mixture using a numerical solution of a system of equations, in this case: 
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N 

V = 	 ~fL"Vk ( P ,T ) IP = PI. (Vk, T ), k = 1, .. . ,N 
" - 1 or N (2.11 ) 

e = t fL"e ( P ,T ) e = t;fLkek (Vk, T ) 
k

k=1 

Thermodynamic derivatives of the mixture are given by the formulas: 

N 11: N N 
Cp = LfLIPp,,,, cx,,=fLk ~ , K T = L cxk K T,k' {3 = L cxk{3k 

"=1 k=1 "=1 

.!. = -{3T + K TCp C = C _ {32VT (2.12)r {3V ' v P K T ' 

1 ({3V)2 T r 2T 1 1 
- - =-VK + 	 - - 

22 T C ' 2 C Cpc 	 p c v p 

It is obvious that the mixture specific heat at constant pressure and isothermal 
compressibility are non-negative if all of the component values are non-negative. The 
non-negativity of the specific heat at constant volume and the square of the sound speed 
are not so obvious. In fact this follows from general principles since the mixture Gibb's 
free energy is a convex (mass weighted) average of the concave functions G" (p, T) and 

hence is a concave function of pressure and temperature for fixed mass fractions. 
Moreover we have the stronger statement: 

N 

(2.13)Cv 2 L fL" CV,k' 
k=1 

Indeed: 


{32VT N N (11: )2 2

C = C _ __ = '" /I. C + ~ {3k" T ({3V) T 

v p K L...J r-" V,k 6 fLk - ---'--- (2.14) 
T k=1 k=1 Vk K T,k VK T 

Thus inequality (2.13) is equivalent to: 

~ ({3kVk)2 ({3V)2 

L...JfLk > - (2.15)

k=1 - VK .Vk K Tk, T 

N 	 N 

Since VK T = LfL"V"K T,,, and {3v = LfLk{3kV" ,inequality (2.15) can be rewritten as: 
"=1 "=1 

N X {3"Vk [ N jX [ N ((3k VI. )2 ]X 
L fL,.{Vk K T,k) X ::; LfLkVkK T,k LfLk (2.16) 
k=1 (11: K ) 2 k=1 k=1 V"K T" k T,k 	 ' 

The above relation is a consequence of Schwartz's inequality. 
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The pressure, specific volume, entropy, and mass fraction evolution are related by the 
equation: 

NECDC 

dP = _p2c2dV + pfTdS + p2c 2t aCkI dJ.-Lk" (2.17) 
k= l ap S,ji 

We note that (2.17) is formally identical to equation(2.7), however for P-T 
equilibrium we compute: 

aT
22aCk i _ 22[v:_s I ]_ 22V saTIpc -pc k k -pc k+ k 

ap s - ap SIt av Sit,1-£ ,I (2.18) 
p2C2 aCk I = - aCk I = p2c2Vk - pfTSk" 

ap 2 2 a v S P c ,I' 

Finally we note that molecular mix is generally a "stronger" mix than P-T 
equilibrium, in the sense that it has a higher entropy at a given mixture pressure and 
temperature. Indeed, the entropies are gi ven by: 

N 

SpT = LJ.-LkSk (P,T), P = P,. 
N 

k= l 
N (2.19) 

SMM = LJ.-LkSk(Pk,T), P = LPk 
k= l k= l 

If we assume non-negative pressures for all of the components, then for molecular 

" ~ Pand" = -/3kVk = -fkCVkKTk , we have t at l'" fmIxP!; aSk I h mIxtures 0smce- lor 
aPk T ' , 

components with non-negative coefficients of thermal expansion (equivalently non
negative Griineisen exponents) SMM ~ SpT . Physically, molecular mix might be 

interpreted as a solution of all components into a common medium, while P-T 
equilibrium mixtures can be thought of an emulsion of the components. 

Front Tracking verses Pressure Temperature Equilibrium Flows 
The micro-structure of the inviscid Euler equations is completely captures when one 

uses a fully capable front tracking method. Such a code is available in the University at 
Stony Brook Front tracking code FronTier (Chern, Glimm, McBryan et al. 1986; Grove 
1987; Glimm, Grove, Li et al. 1998; Grove 1999; Grove, Glimm and Li 2000; Glimm, Li, 
Liu et al. 2003; Du, Fix, Glimm et al. 2006; FronTier Developers Group 2008). FronTier 
models multiple component flows using a set of lower dimensional meshes that 
correspond to the location of interfaces between fluids so that the selected wave fronts are 
explicitly included in the discretization. The flow state consists of a composite grid with a 
spatial mesh overlaid with a co-dimension one mesh that tracks the fronts. The time 
stepping algorithm adapts to the local geometry of the front and fully couples the 
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interface motion with the spatial mesh. In 
contrast to interface reconstruction methods 
such as volume-of-fluid methods the interface 
is preserved throughout the computation so that 
the interface is propagated not reconstructed. 
This procedure separates materials for the EOS 
treatment, and thus no mixed cells occur in the 
computation. The interface is propagated using 
Riemann problem solutions and method of 
characteristic approximations. A schematic of 
the discrete representation of the flow state is 
given in Figure 2. 

By comparison the adaptive mesh 
refinement code RAGE (Clover 2002; Gittings, 
Weaver, Clover et al. 2006) uses a pressure • Rectangular Grid State 

temperature equilibrium mixed cell treatment. • Front State 

Both RAGE and FronTier are Eulerian Figure 2: A schematic of the FronTier grid 
structure.schemes that use a conservative higher order 

Godunov type scheme (Richtmyer and Morton 1967; Godlewski and Raviart 1991; 
LeVeque 2002) for the numerical solution of the flow. The two algorithms used by the 
separate codes are similar in nature, but differ in various details. For pure cell regions 
both schemes are conservative, but the FronTier scheme sacrifices explicit conservation 
for sharp interfaces, although later implementations have included fully conservative 
finite volume treatments (Glimm, Li, Liu et al. 2003; Liu, Glimm and Li 2006). 

We constructed a test problem to compare the results for the 
interface treatment (sharp vs. mixed cell) using the above two 
codes. The goal was to simulate a strong shock implosion of a 
cylindrical shell of tin into an air cavity. This is an extremely 
difficult computational simulation due to the strong impedance 
mismatch between the two materials and as such was designed to 
highlight the role of interface treatment on the simulation results. 
The initial geometry of the simulation is shown in Figure 1. The 
two dimensional rectangular geometry flow is driven by a strong 
shock generated by a high pressure in the region outside of the 
tin shell. This shock subsequently implodes the air cavity 
generating a large temperature gradient at the interface due to y 
differential shock heating between the highly compressible air I~ 
and the much less compressible tin. The specific initial 
conditions for the problem are described in Table 1. Both 
materials are initially at ambient conditions corresponding. . ~ 
to room temperature and standard densities. The boundary Figure 1: Imbal g~omet? of 

. . .. . the strong shock ImplosIOn 
condItIOns are applIed untformly at the outer edge of the tm test problem. 
region. RAGE and FronTier have slightly different methods 
for imposing boundary conditions. In RAGE these are imposed using a so called freeze 
region in which the flow state is maintained as constant in time outside of the outer 
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RAGE 

Figure 3: Early time comparison of incoming shock 
positions. 

Table 1: Initial conditions for the strong shock implosion test problem. 

P = 11.233 gram/ee, P = 0.686 Mbar , v = 0Boundary Condition 
I 

IP = 7.282 gram/ee, P = 1 bar, v = 0 

Tin r = 2.27,Poo = 0.15 Mbar,e = 1.25 x 10-8 0.1 MJ/gramoo 

Po = 7.287 gram/ee,Cv = 2.2 x 10-6 0.1 MJ/gramrK,17 = 0.027 

P = 0.001047 gram/ee, P = 1 bar, v = 0 

Air r = 0.402,P = 0 Mbar, e = 0 0.1 MJ/gramoo oo 

Po = 0.001047 gram/ee, Cv = 7.1368 x 10- 6 0.1 MJ/gramr K ,17 = 0 

Stiff Gamma Law Gas 

Equation of State 
P + (r + l)Poo = r( e + eoo )p,e + eoo = CvT + p= + 17( Poo )(£.r 

P Po Po 

T = TO + i>k sin ( vk ( (I + ~) + ¢k ) 
k= l 2 

[ 0.208057, 0.017559, -0.0700731, -0.104933, 1 
a = -0.188979, 0.051327, -0.155088, -0.47643, 0.140691 Interface 

V = (16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 , 32) 

[ 0.945557, 4.56071,4.85797, 6.13974, 1 rp= 
3.09001, 4.84,0.443656, 5.76627 , 5.69294 

circular tin boundary, which in 
FronTier these are imposed at the 
tracked interface corresponding to 
this same boundary. The different 
implementations resulted in 
somewhat different imploding shock 
strengths, so the FronTier initial 
conditions were further modified to 
actually use circularly averaged 
RAGE boundary states as a time 
dependent boundary condition. This 
modification produced a good match 

for the imploding shock strength as 
seen in Figure 3. 

~IY sram.WIX 

!2.1S0999 
9. ~1i!40 

" .I0897S 
1.7657J5 
0.7S8783 
0.326069 
0.14012l 
0.0602 13 
o.o~87S 

0.011 11 9 
O.roms 
0.0020.'13 
O,C,lOOH.g2 

0.000379 
0.00016.1 
0.000070 
0.0000l0 
0.000013 
0.000006 
0.000002 
0.000001 

FronTier 
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Figure 4: Refracted shock profiles 

wave configuration at 56 microseconds. This snapshot is taken shortly after the shock has 
impacted the material interface. Both codes show the characteristic Richtmyer-Meshkov 
(Richtmyer 1960; Meshkov 1992) unstable interface behavIor as the figures of the heavy 
fluid tin are injected into the lighter air. The effect of the interface treatment between the 
two simulations is obvious as seen from the smeared interface positions in RAGE on the 
left and FronTier on this right. Both codes show an interesting aspect of this implosion 
problem in that the figures of tin are 
moving supersonically with respect to the 
air leading to a complicated bow shock 
structure. We also observe that the 
transmitted shock fronts in FronTier are 
advances with respect to those in RAGE, 
indicating that these transmitted waves 
are stronger in FronTier than in RAGE. 
This difference is associated with the 
temperature equilibrium imposed by the 
RAGE hydrodynamics algorithm. Figure Figure 5: Late time reshocked temperature. 
6 shows the temperature field at the 
same time as Figure 4 (56 microseconds) the FronTier simulation shows markedly higher 
temperatures behind the transmitted shock. This is due to the ability of the front tracking 
scheme to preserve temperature differences across material interfaces. The result is that 
the relatively more compressible air can maintain its higher shocked temperature and 
hence drive a stronger shock into the cavity. These differences become even more 
manifest after implosion and reshock as seen in Figure 5. Here we see that the late time 
dynamics of the flows have become quite different. The RAGE simulation produces a 
diffused configuration of relatively cool vortex like structures, while the FronTier run has 
islands of compressed air at extremely high temperatures orders of magnitude hotter than 
the highly mixed cells in RAGE. 

13 

The agreement in shock 
position at twelve 
microseconds (a few hundred 
time cycles) shows that the 
two codes are producing 
substantially similar 
imploding shock waves and 
thus subsequent differences 
should be largely due to 
differences due to the 
interface treatment. These 
differences become more 
obvious after the shock wave 
refracts through the material 
interface. Figure 4 shows the 
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Clearly the interface and 
thermal treatments can produce 
significant differences, especially for 
late term mixing; the question is how 
one can improve the flow models to 
incorporate non-equilibrium 
temperatures between material 
components. FronTier style front 
tracking is one approach, but the 
geometry package used by this code 
to implement the interface treatment 
is quite complicated and is difficult 
to incorporate into an existing code like RAGE FronTier 
RAGE. An alternative approach is to Figure 6: Temperature field after refraction. 
consider mixed cell models that 
allow separate temperatures between components. A class of such models is the subject 
of the next section. 

Basic Pressure-Velocity equilibrium Mix Models 
We now examine classes of hydrodynamic models that can be used to describe non

temperature equilibrium flows that maintain a single mixture pressure and velocity. Such 
models assume that the fluid species are in pressure and velocity equilibrium but have 
separate temperatures. In smooth flow regions each species' entropy is advected by the 
common velocity and modified by interactions via P-V work between materials. 
Following the notation of (Drew and Passman 1999), the system is written: 

aQ:k Pk ( )-- + V'. Q:k PkU = Q:kPk R k = Pl1kR k at 
apu + V'. (p u @ u) + \lP = ph 
at 

2 (3.1)
ap(e+ 1 u ) 

_ """---------'2'----'- + V' • pu( e + lu2 ) + \l • Pu = ph. u + pq 
at 2 

DSk Dek DVkTk -- = - + P-- = Q k " 
Dt Dt Dt 

Here Q:k is the ktlt material species volume fraction, 1 ~ k ~ N , Pk is the micro-density 

of this species, u is the equilibrium fluid velocity, P = L
N 

Q:kPk is the total fluid density, P 
k= l 

is the equilibrium pressure, h is the body force per unit mass, Qk is the heat production in 

species k due to interactions between species and external sources, q is the total heat 

production for the mixture due to interactions and external sources, 11k = Q:k Pk / p, T k and 

Sk are the mass fraction, temperature, and specific entropy of species k, and 

!!.- = ~ + u • V'is the total derivation operator. We allow for the production or 
Dt at 
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destruction of a particular species via the reaction source terms cx"p"R" . For simplicity we 
N 

assume the flow is saturated, 	 2: cx" = 1 and that total mass is conserved so that 
"=1 

N

2: f-L"R" = o. The first three equations correspond to the conservation of individual 
"=1 
material mass, total momentum, and total energy, while the last equation is the advection 
law for the separate entropies. The internal energies, temperatures, and entropies are 
related by separate thermodynamic equations of state as described in the 
(Thermodynamic Preliminaries) section. More generally we can assume that each species 
is either a miscible (molecularly mixed) mixture of subcomponent materials or an 
immiscible pressure-temperature mixture of subcomponents. This extension is 
straightforward; the species micro-density is a combination 

Nk 

P" = 2: cxki Pki ' 	 (3.2) 
i= l 

Here CX/"i is the sub-volume fraction of a subcomponent with respect to the volume 

occupied by the mixture. The sub-mass fractions are defined by f-L/"i P" = CX/"i Pki ' The 

conservation of subcomponent mass implies: 

8CX"CX/"i P/"i + V • ( CX"CX/"i h i u) = CX"CXkiPki R /"i ' 	 (3.3)
8t 

The source term for the mixture R k = L
Nk 

f-L/"i R ki is the sum of the sources for the 
i= l 

subcomponents of the mixture. It is important to note that the subcomponent volume 
fractions are constitutive properties of the subcomponent state (i.e. given by an equation 
of state), while the component volume fractions require additional dynamical equations to 
describe their evolution. 

Physically, system (3.1) is most reasonable in the case of weak shocks, say as 
measured by the pure material normal shock mach numbers. The hypothesis of pressure 
and velocity equilibrium is based on the assumption that the microstructure is well
mixed, i.e. the subgrid scale structure of a mixed region is either molecularly mixed or 
has sufficiently many interfaces to justify their treatment as having a single common 
pressure, and that these interfaces are sufficiently curved so that all of the material 
velocities in the cell are approximately equal. Generally speaking, this means that the 
subgrid structure is likely composed of a number of droplets of separate materials. 
Treatments for mixtures that experience strong shocks, or for which the subgrid scale is 
not well mixed, will almost certainly require multiple species velocities and pressures. A 
discussion of such models is beyond the scope of this article. The interested reader can 
examine the book (Drew and Passman 1999) and several of the articles of Saurel and 
coworkers(Saurel and Abgrall 1999; Saurel and LeMetayer 2001; Abgrall and Saurel 
2003; Chinnayya, Daniel and Saurel 2004; Saurel, Metayer, Massoni et al. 2007) for 
discussions of interactions involving stronger shocks. 
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System (3.1) can be reformulated in a variety of ways. Summing the individual 
continuity equations over all materials we obtain the continuity equation for total mass: 

8p N 
- + 'V e pU = L o.kPkRk = O. (3.4)
8t 1.:=1 

The right hand side of equation (3.4) sums to zero since we assume the conservation 
of total mass of the mixture. This assumption further implies that mass fractions are 
advected with the component mass source: 

Dllk = IlkRI.:' 	 (3.5)
Dt 

For mixture components, the subcomponent mass fractions are advected by the 
equations: 

Dllkll~i = I/. R . DIl~i = Ilk' (RI.: ' - Rk ), i= I , ... ,N	 (3.6). 11 	
k

.Dt f"'hrk k~' Dt ~, 

If we take the individual material continuity equations and expand the derivatives, we 
obtain: 

DPk Do.k 
o.k-- + Pk -- + o.kPk'V • u = o.kPkRk 

Dt Dt (3.7) 
Do.k [ 1 D Vk 1
Dt = o.k V Dt + Rk - 'V e u . 

k 

The pressure, micro-density, and entropy derivatives are related by the formulas (2.7) 
/(2.17), from which we obtain: 

-Do.k [ .1 DP - f kTk DSk I =+0. -- ---- +o. 'Veu
k 2 2 kDt PkCk Dt Dt Ck (3.8) 

Nk 8e 'l o.klRk - PkL Il~i~ (R~, - Rk)1 == o.J~,. 
;=1 8P s 

k ,J.L~"1 

N 

If we use the relation 'V e u = 	~ DV where V = 1 / P = LllkVk is the total specific 
V Dt k=l 

volume, then equation (3.8) can be rewritten as: 

Do.k=o.k [fkTk DSk _ _ l_DP _~DV + ~l =o.k (...!..D Vk_ ~DV + ~) . (3.9) 
Dt c2 Dt Pkc2 Dt V Dt vk Dt V Dt 
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Remark: It is convenient to note at this point that the relation 

Ok V = Il,yd P , Sk)' V 
N 

= 2..: IlFj (p, Sj ) can be used to derive the equation: 
j=1 

V N V 
dOk = ~ dllk - E Ok ~ dllj + 

J=1 

N OJ 1 f kT" 2..:N r jTj01 ---dP +o -'-'dS - o --dS 
k 2..: 22 "2" J2 J

j~=[1 Pj~ PkCk V 1c" N J[=\ c 1 1 (3.10) 

do" = 2..: OJ --.!!..dll" - ok -.l..dllj + 2..: 0"Oj --2 - --2 IdP + 
j=1 V V j=1 Pjc] P"c" 

~ [f"T" dS" r j 1j dSj 1L.J 0kOj - 2- - - 2- . 
j=1 ck cj 

It is straightforward to check from the velocity/pressure equilibrium Euler equations, 
that this model will be hyperbolic with a single acoustic speed C if and only if the total 
derivatives of the equilibrated pressure and total specific volume are related by the 
equation: 

DP 2 2 DV 2 C' 
- + pc - =PC v 
Dt Dt (3.11) 

De + pDV = q. 
Dt Dt 

N 

Here e = 2..: Il"ek is the total specific internal energy of the mixture and 8 and q are 
k=1 

some yet to be specified source terms. Equation (3.11) is the assumption of a single 
sound speed; other hyperbolic assumptions could introduce multiple sound speeds. We do 
not consider such models here, although they are critical in the analysis of flows that are 
not in pressure and velocity equilibrium. Substituting equation (3.11) into equation (3.9) 
we get: 

DOk =0 r"1: DS" +0 [_l_ _ _ l_ [DP +0 ( - 8) . (3.12)
Dt "2 k Dt "2 2 Dt k ~: 

C" pc hC" 

Equation (3.12) suggests a family of models where both volume fraction and entropy 
advection are proportional to pressure advection. Without loss of generality, such models 
can be written in the form: 

1: DS" = Q = _~ _1___1_ 1 - 0" DP + q
2 [ [()" " " (3.13)

Do" Dt[ 1 1 [r(~ :C;k );;cf [~" Dt 1
Dt = 0" - 2 - --2 -2- Dt + 0" 2' q" + ~: - 8 . 

~ h~ ~ 
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The quantities Ok = Ok (e,v,a,ii) are modeling terms that are in general complicated 

functions (for example see equation (4.8) for pressure temperature equilibrium) of the 
thermodynamic flow state or even given by separate dynamic equations, while the 
quantity qk is regarded as a "pure" heat source, i.e. a term that does not contribute to the 

mixture sound speed. In the sequel this term can include heat conduction and radiation 
heat sources. The mix model terms Ok govern the degree to which pressure advection 

changes either heat ( TdS terms) or volume fraction . When Ok is close to one, pressure 

advection largely drives relative volumetric changes in the flow components while for Ok 

close to minus one the main contribution of pressure advection is the change to heat. 
It is reasonable to assume that the total heat source is the mass average of the species 

heat sources, so we define: 
N 

q == 	 LJ.LkQk· (3.14) 
10 = 1 

Examining the first of equations (3.13) we see that if the composite sound speed is to 
be independent of the heat sources, we require: 

s = 	t O'.k [ f k;k + ~ ]. (3.15) 
k= l ck 

With these assumptions (3 .11) becomes: 

DP + p2C2 D V = pc2S = Pc2t O'.k [fk;k + ~]
Dt Dt k =l ck 

N N 
(3.16) 

De D V "" Q _ "" - + P - = q = D J.Lk 10 - D J.Lkqk 
Dt Dt k= l k= l 

Taking the mass average of the first of equations (3.13) and summing the second then 

gives two formulas for the composite bulk modulus pc2 : 

2~ O'.k (1 - 0k ) _ ~ 0'.1.: (1 - 01.: ) 2pc 	D- --- - D- --- PI.:Ck 
1.: = 1 f I.: 2 k= l f lo 2 (3.17) 

N ( ) N ( $: )_1_"" 0'. 1 + 01.: ="" 0'. 1 + uk _ 1_ . 
2 D k D k 2 

pc k = l 2 1.: = 1 2 PkCk 

The compatibility condition on the mix model terms 0k thus is: 
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kt a[~)Ilta[~) , k 
k= l 2 k= l f k 2 (3,18)

t ~[~) llt ak Pkcf [~) , . 
k= l Pkck 2 k= l f k 2 

Equation (3.17) also shows that for -1 < Dk < 1 both the bulk modulus and its 

reciprocal are convex combinations of the component values, while for Dk = 1 , the 

reciprocal bulk modulus is a convex combination of the component values and for 
Dk = - 1 the bulk modulus is given by a convex combination. In particular we have that 

the mixture sound speed is real if all of the component sound speeds are real and 
- 1 :::; Dk :::; 1. We also observe that constraint (3.18) implies that there is a N - 1 

dimensional family of possible model terms, i.e. specifying functional forms or any 
subset of N - 1of these quantities determines the remaining one. 

If we combine the second of equation (3 .16) with the conservation laws of total mass 
and momentum, we obtain a conservation law for total energy: 

2 

8 [p ( e + ~ u ) j + 'V • [pu (e + ~ u2 ) + P u j = pu • b + pq. (3.19) 

We will henceforth regard (3.19) as a fundamental conservation law. We thus can 
rewrite system (3.1) as the equivalent system: 
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aaka~'ip~'i () .--':::........::::....::::. + \7. aka~-jp~-;u = aka~'iPkiRJ.-j' l = 1, ... ,Nk
at 
aO'.kPk ( )--+ \7. akPku = 

at 

aO'.kPk ( ) ~ ( aO'.kahPki ( ))--+ \7. O'.kPku = 6 + \7. O'.kO'.~'iP~'iu 
R J at i-I at

O'.kPk k I - Nk 

O'.kPkRk = 2: akaJ.-jpJ.-jR~-j 
i=1 

ap + \7 • (pu) = t aakPk + \7 • (O'.kPku) 
ap+\7.(pu)=O at k=1 at 
at ~ N 

0= 2: O'.kPkRk 
k=1 

apu + \7 • (pu 0 u) + vP = pb 
at 

a[p( e+ 1 u )] 
_2 _ 

2 

+ v. [pu( e + *u2 
) + PU] = pu. b + pq 

T. _DS_k _ _De_k + P _D~_k _ 
k Dt - Dt Dt-

Vk [Pkc2- Pc2 ](1- Dk )(\7. u - 8) + qk
2r k 

2 (3.20) 
DO'.k [Pc [(1 + Dk)( )- = -O'.k 1 - - 2 -- \7. u - " + 

Dt Irk PkCk ~ 2 [f j qj 11 
O'.k 2qk + Jii - 6 0'.j - 2- + ~ . 

;=1Ck Cj 

System (3.20) explicitly expresses conservation of mass, momentum, and energy and 
implicitly the advection of entropy and/or volume fraction. 

The above derivations allow to us to derive the alternate formulation of system (3.1) 
from which the characteristic analysis is easily derived: 

DJ.lk 
- = J.lkRk
Dt 

DJ.l~-;[ Dt = J.lki (R~-j - Rk ) 

Tk DSk = _ c2 [~_ ~[(1- Dk ) DP + qk (3.21) 
Dt r k pc Pkck 2 Dt 

DP 2 2- + pc \7 • u = pc 8 
Dt 

Du + \7P = b. 
Dt P 

System (3.21) is equivalent to the system in terms of the volume fractions: 
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DJ.LI.: = J.LkRk 
Dt 

[ DJ.L~i _Dt - J.L~i (Rki - Rk ) 

Dak _ [1 1 ](1 +0k )DP [fk ~ '"']- -a - - - ----+a -q + - vDt k 2 2 2 Dt k 2 k . pc PkCk Ck 

DP 2 DP 2 2 DV 2 - + pc Y'eu = - + p c - =pc S (3.22)
Dt Dt Dt 

De + pDV = q 
Dt Dt 
Du + Y'P = b. 
Dt p 

Either of the versions in systems (3.21) or (3.22) imply that if the heat and reaction 
terms are either defined as constitutive functions of the flow state, or are determined by 
independent dynamically equations (not involving state derivatives), then such a model 
has 2N + D - 1 linearly degenerate eigenvalues with characteristic speed .A = u e qin the 

direction of the unit vector q , and two wave families with speeds.A = u e q± c . 

Constitutive Laws: If we assume that the reaction terms Rk, Rki , the heat sources qk ' 

and the mix model coefficients Ok are either constitutive functions of flow state (micro 

densities, pressure, volume fractions, mass fractions, temperatures, or equivalent) or are 
given by additional dynamical equations not being considered here, and that each 
component is a mixture of N k , k = 1, ... ,N , then system (3.20) or its characteristic forms 

N 

(3.21) or (3.22) consist of L Nk + N + D independent dynamic equations (Table 2). Here 
.,=1 

D is the spatial dimension of the flow. 
Table 2: Partial Differential Eauation Count 

~ -

System (3.20) 
Quantity Number of Independent Equations 

Species Mass 
N 

LNk 
k=1 

Momentum D 

Total Energy 1 

Species Heat/Volume Fraction N - 1 

Total 
N 

L N.,+ N + D 
k=1 
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System (3.21) 
Quantity Number of Independent Equations 

Species Mass Fraction N - 1 

Subspecies Mass Fraction 
N 

L Nk-N 
k=l 

Species Heat N 

Pressure Advection 1 

Velocity D 

Total 
N 

L N,,+N+ D 
k=l 

System (3.22) 
Quantity Number of Independent Equations 

Species Mass Fraction N -1 

Subspecies Mass Fraction 
N 

L N,,-N 
k=l 

Species Volume Fraction N -1 

Pressure Advection 1 

Specific Internal Energy Advection 1 

Velocity D 

Total 
N 

L N" +N+ D 
"=1 

The variables used to specify the flow are described in Table 3. 

Table 3: Flow State SDecification VariabI - 

Variable Type Names CounUNumber 

Subspecies Thermodynamic State Tki , P/;;j ,Pki' ekj' 8',;i ' 
N 

2L Nk 
k=l 

Species Mass Fraction J.L" N - 1 

Sub-species Mass Fraction J.L"i 

N 

L N,,-N 
k=l 

Species Volume Fraction (x" N - 1 

Sub-species Volume Fraction (Xki 

N 

L N- N
""=1 

Species Total Density/Specific Volume P", VI.: = X,
P" 

N 

Species Specific Internal Energy e" N 
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Species Pressure 

Species Temperature 

Pk 

T;. 

N 

N 

Total Density/Specific Volume 

Total Specific Internal Energy 
Total Pressure 

Velocity 

p, v= ~ 
e 

P 

u 

1 

1 
1 

D 

Total 
N 

4 L Nk + 4N + D + 1 
" = 1 

N 

From these two tables we see that we require a total of 3L N" + 3N + 1 additional 
k= 1 

equations to close the system. These equations are provided by the constitutive relations 
described in Table 4. 

Table 4: Constitutive Closure Relations 

Equation 

Total Energy 

Description 
N 

e = L e" 
"=1 

CountlNumber 

1 

Total/Species Mass 

Species/Sub-species Mass 

Species/Sub-species Specific Internal 
Energy 

Sub-species Thermodynamic 
Equi Iibri urn 

Single Pressure 

Total 

O'."p" = J-L"p 

O'.kiPki = J-LkiP" 

Nt 

e" = L J-L""e", 
i=1 

PressurelTemperature or 
Molecular Mix 

equilibrium 

Pl., = Pk, Tki = Tk 

P = P" 

N 

N 

L N" 
k=1 

N 

N 

2L N""=1 

N 

N 

3L N k + 3N + 1 
/,; = 1 

An examination of our partial differential equation systems together with the 
constitutive closures shows that we basically need to compute the equilibrated pressure as 
a function of total density, mass fractions (species + subspecies), and either the species 
entropies, specific internal energies, or volume fractions . The sub-species equilibrium 
assumptions imply that we can write the species pressure and specific internal energies in 
anyone of several equivalent ways: 
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Pk = Pk(Vk,Sk,iik = (J..Lkl"",J..LkN 
k 

)) = Pk (akV ,Sk,iik ) 
J..Lk 

= ek(Vk,Sk,iik ) = ek ( akV,Sk,i1k ) 

J..Lk 


ek 

Pk = Pk (Vk,ek,iik ) = Pk ( akV ,ek, iik ) (3.23) 
J..Lk 

= edVk, Pk, iik ) = ek ( a
kV ,Pk, iik ) . ek 

i-Lk 

Thus the common pressure can be found as a solution in terms of the desired 
variables of the system of N + 1 equations: 

P = Pk (.) 

N (3.24) 
e = LJ..Lkek 

k=l 

If we further assume that the separate material equations of state can be expressed 
through an incomplete equation of state formulation, Pk = Pk (Vk,ek, i1k ) then system (3.24) 

becomes: 

P = Pk(Vk,ek,iik ) = Pk(akV,ek,iik )' k = 1, ... ,N 
J..Lk 

N (3.25) 

e = LJ..Lkek' 
k=l 

The solution of equation(3.25) yields a pressure and component specific internal 
energies as: 

P = P(V,e,a,ii) 
(3.26) 

= ek (V,e,a,ii).ek 

Newton's scheme provides one method to solve system(3.25), linearizing it with 
respect to pressure and specific internal energy we obtain the iteration: 

N" ak P,'I 

~rn k 


r llPn+l k=l k P'1I _ P, (v: - r (v: 11 )11 -) N k - k k' ek ,i-Lk' k - k k' ek , J..Lk 

L ak 

k=lr~ 
pn+l _ P'1I rn N a . 

= ell = ellell+1 + v: k + ~ _"_1[plI - p,1I] (3.27)k k k k k ~ 1 k 
r~ r~ j=l r j 

N 
_1 = L ak. 
rn k=l r~ 
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System (3.27) shows that it is sufficient to solve for the component specific internal 
energies and then compute the common pressure using the average of the component 
pressures weighted by the ratio of the given volume fraction and GrUneisen exponent. 
The iteration can be started using the initial guess e2 = e, k = 1, . .. , N. An important 

special case occurs when all of the components have equations of state of the Mie
GrUneisen type: 

f k(Vk)( ())~:= Pr,k (vk) + TI eA: - er,k vk . (3.28) 
A: 

In this case, the linear relation between pressure and specific internal energy for fixed 
specific volume implies that the Newton method (3.27) converges to the exact solution in 
a single iteration. Indeed we the solution: 

f(V Ii -)
p=p,.(V,a,i1)+ :" JL [e-e, (V,a,i1)] 

ek(v, a, i1) = er,k (Vk ) + f (~ ) [ P - Pr,k (Vk )1 
k k 

11: = akV 1 = t (3.29)ak 
k JLk ' f(V,a,jL) k=l f k (Vk) 

P (V - -) f(V - _)~akPr,k(Vk) (V - -) ~ (V) 
r ,a,JL = ,a,JL ~ f k (VA:) ,e,. ,a,JL = ~JLke,.,k k· · 

In practice equations of this type are common (indeed analytic equations are almost 
always of this type), and in general the Gruneisen exponent tends to be slowly varying for 
fixed specific volume so one would expect that iteration (3.27) would usually converge 
quickly even for the most general equation of state mixtures. Computational experience 
has shown however that the solution of the pressure can be sensitive to errors in the 
equation of state for the components. 

It is convenient to compute the partial derivatives of the pressure solution of 
system(3.25): 

~ _ 1 NfJPI __ - pf, - = ""'fJe aA: 
V ,U,j.L r L.Jk 

fJPI k=lf ~ N c
fJ V __ = pf P - ""' ak Pk 2 

e,D:,JL L..J -- .. 
(3.30)fJPI k=l fk 

PkC2 
fJa . =f[P_ j 

k Veu 
fJ PI ' , lx k ,1' f k 

fJJLk V,e,ii ,j.L = -Pf[ek + VkP - c2 [
l x k f k . 

Derivatives of the component specific internal energies, temperatures, and specific 
volumes can be derived from equation (3.30) using the relations: 
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dVk dJ-Lk dV dOfk-+-=-+
J-Lk V OfkVk 

dek = 8ekl dP+ 8ek I dVk = Vk dP+[C~ _PVkldVk (3.31)
8P v 8VkP r k r k Vk

k 
2 2

8Tk 8Tk Ck - r kcV,kTk dVkdTk = - dP + - dVk = --dP +----'--
8P V 8Vk P r kcV k r kcV kI I 

Vk 

k I 
VkI 

Equation (3.30) implies that the total derivative of the common pressure is given by: 

N 2 N 2 D 
DP = -rL: Of PkCk ~ DV _ rL: PkCk ~ 

k
Dt k=l r k V Dt k=l r k Dt (3.32) 

DP r~PkC~ (DOfk ,,) _ 0- + LJ -- -- + Ofk v oU - . 

Dt k=l r k Dt 

Specific Models (single sound speed) 
Flow equations of the form (3.20) include several popular multi-material flow 

models. Equation (3.18) implies that we have N - 1degrees of algebraic freedom in 
selecting parameters for models of this type. We will not pursue further possible models 
for the parameters Ok except to note that this framework includes the pressure temperature 

equilibrium flow model and points out an interesting duality between two popular multi
temperature models: 

Uniform Strain: 
Ok = '-1, k = 1, .. . ,N 

--DOfk = Ofk 
[r2kqk + ~ - S 1 

Dt C

_r k = _[_1 -l- I-D_P 

k 

+ _r = [1- _PC
2 1\le v + _rk q . k~. _DS_ __ kq. _ 

2 k Dt 2 2 Dt 2 k 2 2 k (4.1)Ck pc PkCk Ck PkCk Ck 
N

'\"' Ofk 2 
LJ-PkCk 

2 k=l r k pc = =-N-"--

L: Ofk 

k=l r k 

Thermal Isolation: 
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8" = +1, k = 1, ... ,N 

DS"
T,, -- = q" 

Dcx" [ 1 1] g; [r kDt = CXk 	 - 2 - --2 Dt + cx" 2 q" + ~ - s ] 
= 

pc p"C" Ck 
2	 (4.2)

CXk [ Pc 
2 
-l]V. v + cx" [r~ q" + ~ - s] 

p"C" c" 
2 

aCXk () pc [r" ]- + V. 9'-" v = CXk --2 V. v + cx" 2 q" +~ - s 
at p"C" Ck 

N 
1 _ '" CX" 

- 2 - 6--2' 
pc "=1 p"C" 

One immediate observation of equation (4.1) is that the uniform strain model only 
defines the composite bulk modulus as a convex combination of the species bulk moduli 
in regions where all of the Gruneisen exponents are positive. We can expect difficulties 
with this model for materials that can assume negative GrUneisen in the flow of interest. 

Examining equation (4.1) we see that a compressive wave (DP > 0 ) repartitions
Dt 

entropy by taking heat from species with bulk moduli greater than the composite bulk 
modulus and assigning it to species with bulk moduli less than the composite value. Since 
this model should only be used for mixtures with positive GrUneisen exponents, this 
means that compressive waves cause more compressible (small bulk modulus) materials 
to relatively gain heat and less compressible materials to relatively cool. Similarly we see 
from (4.2) that for thermally isolated mixtures the less compressible materials gain 
relative volume at the expense of the more compressible species. Of course, neither 
extreme can be completely correct since the differential response of the separate materials 
to compression waves should result in an interaction between materials that exchanges 
both heat (via P-V work between materials) and volume (via differential compression). 
Indeed a physical basis for the selection of the modeling parameters 8k would presumably 

be based on an attempt to approximate these interactions. It is also interesting to note that 
if we wish to preserve the conditions that compressible materials relatively gain heat and 
lose volume in a compression wave, then this implies that the model coefficients satisfy 

- 1 :::; 0" :::; 1. 

Pressure-Temperature Equilibrium: 
Since pressure-temperature equilibrium implies a single mixture sound speed, this 

model satisfies equation (3.11) and so should be of the form(3.20). To establish this 
explicitly, we first note that thermodynamics relates changes in pressure, temperature, 
and entropy for a pure material: 

TdS = - T f3VdP + CpdT . 	 (4.3) 
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Here (3 is the coefficient of thermal expansion and CP is specific heat at constant 

pressure. The P-T equilibrium entropy equation for the mixture is: 

N DSk 
L.J 11k - - 0 (4.4)" Tk=l Dt - , 

This equation in tum implies that: 

N DP N DP DP N DT DT 
T2:::l1kVk(3k- = T2:::ak(3kV- = T (3V - = 2:::l1kCPk - = Cp -' (4.5)

k=l Dt k=l Dt Dt k=l ' Dt Dt 

Here (3 is the volume fraction weighted sum of the species (3k ' the mixture specific 

heat at constant pressure is the mass fraction weighted sum the species specific heats, and 
the total specific volume V is the mass fraction weighted sum of the species specific 
volumes. Equations (4.3) and (4.5) then imply that for pressure-temperature equilibrium 
flows, the separate species entropies and volume fractions evolve as: 

TDSk = C,T[(3V _ (3kVk [DP 

Dt P,k C C Dt
P P,k (4.6) 

Da k {( ) 2 ( )} 1 DP- = (3k - (3 fT + pc KT - KT,k -,-,ak 2Dt pc Dt 

Comparing (4.6) with (3.13) yields: 

fT 
(KT - KTk ) + -2 ((3k - (3) 

, pc1 + Dk 

2 1 1 

pc 
2 PkCk2 

(4.7) 
(KT - KT,k)+ f~( (3k -(3) 

(1 + f (3T) pc 

(KT - KT,k) + ~(fk(3k - f (3) 
PkCk 

A model of the form (3.13) can be obtained by rewriting (4.7) as: 

f e V ( R T )( KTeq - KT,k ) + -:- (3kTk - fJeq eq c2' eq 
T (4.8)

1 + Dk = (1 + f eqf3eq eq ) K) + Vk (fk(3k k _ f eq(3e T'.q ) 
2 (KT,eq - T,k c~ T q 
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Shock Structure 
The issue of shocks for the system (3.20) is problematic since it is not in conservation 

form. It is easy to show that for bounded source terms, the conservation of species mass, 
total momentum and total energy yield the Hugoniot equations: 

S[p] = [pu e n] 

S[ llkP] = [llkPU en] 


(5.1)S[pu ]= [pu enu + Pn ] 


S[p (e + ~u2)1= [u e n( p(e + ~u2 ) + p) ]. 


Here n is the unit normal to the wave front, and S is the front velocity in the normal 
direction, and the superscripts 0 and 1 denote the flow state ahead and behind the wave 
respectively. From (5.1) we then derive: 

OpO ( u e n - s) = pI (u l e n - s) = -m 

[Ilk]m = 0 (5.2)
m[ u]en =[ P], m[ u-(uen)n]= O 

m { [e] + p[V]} = O. 

The quantity m is the mass flux across the wave. If the mass flux is non-zero, we 
obtain the usual shock Hugoniot equation: 

el _ eO = p I + pO (vO _ VI ) 

1 ° (5.3)Ilk = Ilk 


[u] + m[V]n = 0, m[ u] = [P]n 

s = uO en + VOm = ul en + VIm. 


p I _ pO 
Equations (5.3) imply m2 = . 

VO _ VI 

Since the total specific internal energy and specific volume satisfy e = L
N 

Il"e" and 
k=I 

N 

V = LllkVk ' the continuity of mass fractions across a shock gives us the Hugoniot 
k=I 

equation for the mixture: 

LN Il" [ed PA,) - ek ° - p + . p O (V"° - vd P, Sk ) ) 1= O. (5.4) 
k=I 2 
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For simplicity of notation we have dropped the superscript for the quantities behind 
the shock, which in the following will also correspond to the non-superscripted 
quantities. Equation (5.4) is under-determined for more than one material and thus does 
not uniquely define the thermodynamic state behind the shock. Since the mass fractions 
are constant across a shock, we have N - 1 degrees of freedom to determine the entropies 
(or equivalent) behind a shock given the behind shock pressure. For models of the form 
(3.11) solutions to (5.4) should be further constrained to satisfy the Lax stability criteria 
(Lax 1973): 

uO• n + cO < s < u • n + c, 0 < m (5.5) 
u. n - c < s < uO 

• n - co, m < O. 

Using the formula for the shock speed from equation (5.3) we see that the Lax 
stability condition is equivalent to the inequality: 

pOCO < Iml< pc. (5.6) 

In particular inequality (5.6) implies that the mass flux across the shock should 
converge to the acoustic impedance pc as the shock strength goes to zero. 

We note that system (5.4) is a convex combination of individual species Hugoniot 
equations, and an obvious solution is given by choosing the separate entropies to satisfy 
the single species Hugoniot equations. However this cannot be the case in general, for 
example for P-T equilibrium mix the flow behind the shock is further constrained to be in 
temperature equilibrium which would be inconsistent with the separate Hugoniot 
temperatures. 

However the separate Hugoniot solution for (5.4) does seem reasonable for the 
thermal isolation model. For this model the mixture sound speed is: 

_1__ ~ ILk 
2 2 - D 2? . (5 7) 

p C k=l PkCk . 

While the separate Hugoniot mass flux satisfies: 

1 VO - V ~ VkO - VH,k (P,PO,vkO) ~ ILk 
- 2 = ° = D ILk ° = D - 2-----;(--"'--- 0""'".0 - (5.8) 
m P - P k=l P - P k=l mH,k P ,P ,vk 

In (Menikoff and Plohr 1989), section IV.A it is shown that for materials with 
positive fundamental derivative of gas dynamics(Thompson 1971),(Thompson 1972): 

2 
{l = 1 V 2 a p I (5.9)-2 - 

pc2 av2 s · 

The Hugoniot mass flux satisfies for p O < P : 
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p2C2 < Imkl < Pkck 
III (5.10)--- < - < --

(PkCk )2 m2 (p2 c2 )2 

Taking the mass average of the second of inequality (5.10) implies the Lax condition: 

pOCO < Iml < pc. (5.11) 

In addition, Menikoff and Plohr (section IV.B) also show that for positIve 
fundamental derivatives of gas dynamics, the specific entropy increases with the pressure 
behind the shock and hence the mass averaged entropy increases across a shock for such 
mixtures. In view of the above discussion and since most common materials have a 
positive fundamental derivative of gas dynamics for almost their entire equation of state 
domain; we will restrict our attention to mixtures of components all of which satisfy 
y.: > 0 for the thermodynamic flow domain being considered. 

A problem with the separate Hugoniot solution is that each material has a different 
shock velocity and hence velocity equilibrium may not be satisfied behind the shock. The 
separate Hugoniot model for thermal isolation is essentially the statement that the 
interaction between the waves produced by refractions and reflections through the 
subgrid interfaces equilibrates the velocity to the value given by equation (5.3) without 
substantially changing the pressure behind the shock. 

The general case for models of the fonn (3.13) is even more problematic. For 
example, the natural assumption for the unifonn strain Hugoniot would be to enforce the 
condition [cxk ] = 0 across shocks. With this assumption the micro-specific volume jump 

condition becomes: 

CXk[v ]= Ji-k [Vk]' (5.12) 

The Hugoniot condition is: 

tJ.Lkek (p,vkO+ CXk(v _ VO)) _ eO = p + pO (vO - V). (5.13)
k=l J.Lk 2 

For fixed CXk,J.Lk and vkOwe define the mixture internal energy as: 

e(P,v) = tJ.Lkek (P,VkO+ CXk(v - VO)). (5.14)
k=l J.Lk 

With this definition of total energy, equation (5.13) is simply the Hugoniot equation for 

the equation of state defined by (5.14) with the given state ( pO, VO) ahead of the shock. It 

is a straightforward exercise to show that the sound speed for the equation of state given 
by (5.14) is the same as the uniform strain sound speed at the given mass and volume 
fractions: 
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2 N N 
~ = '" ak 2 ~ = '" ak (5.15)~ PkCk' ~. 

r k= l r k r k= l r k 

Here r is the Griineisen exponent for EOS(5.14). The mixture sound speed formula 
suggests that the uniform strain mixture model is only reasonable for positive Griineisen 
exponents, which we assume in the following. The definition of the adiabatic exponent 

2 

I = _c_ shows that the Grtineisen and adiabatic exponents for EOS (5.14) are related to 
P V 

the component values by the equations: 

N N 
1- = L ak Ik, ~ = Eak ~. (5.16) 
r k= l r k r k=l r k 

A straightforward application of equation (2.24) in Menikoff and Plohr(Menikoff and 
Plohr 1989) shows that the fundamental derivative of gas dynamics can be written: 

g = ~I /+ l + pair _voir -,Ip aYr - va Yr ll. (5.17)
2 r ap I av oP I av 

jI pjI Ip 

Using equation (5.17) we then find that the fundamental derivative of gas dynamics 
for EOS (5.14) is given by: 

'k 


g = r",N akg,k+-r N a 

X _ p aIrkk~ _ Vk a r (5 .18) 

k= l r 2L kh Ik)i--· ap
k k= l Ilk aVk 

jlkp 

Two easy cases are now obvious, for perfect gases I > 0 and r = I - 1 are constant, 
while for stiffened gamma law gases (Harlow and Amsden 1971) r > 1 is constant while 

1= (r + l )P + Poo is independent of specific volume (Poo being an EOS parameter). Thus 
P 

in both cases we get that the mixture fundamental derivative is positive and in fact is 

equal to-
r 

. 
2 

However for the general case, it is not obvious at all that positivity of the component 
fundamental derivatives imply positivity of the mixture fundamental derivative, raising 
the possibility that such mixtures could exhibit non-convex type behaviors such as shock 
splitting as described in the (Menikoff and Plohr 1989) paper (see section V). 
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Numerical implementation 

The Gittings' Godunov Method 
The multiple temperature hydro update is implemented as an addition to the basic 

Godunov method used for the computation of pressure-temperature equilibrium solutions. 
For completeness we summarize that method here. This method is a variation of a finite 
volume Godunov scheme for the conservation of material component mass, total 
momentum, and total energy. It is implemented as a directionally split scheme, for 
simplicity we describe it for the one dimensional case in rectangular geometry. The mass, 
momentum, and energy components of the Euler system (3.1) are discretized on a mesh 
as cell averages X _.l. < x < x . .I.' Lix

j 
. =x . .I. - x _.l. for total mass, component mass, total 

j 2 j+ 2 j+2 j 2 

momentum, and total energy: 
Total Mass Density 
x)+~ 

n 1 \A " "b. (6.1)J (Pj = b.x P x,tn rx, mj = Pj Xj 

J x)_~ 

kth Component Mass Density 
x)+~ 

"" 1 J (t \A~ 11 n 11 b.Pj J.lkj = ~ PJ.lk x, "r' m kj = PjJ.lkj Xju x . 
J x)~ 

n (6.2) 
1, IDkj

J.lkj = - N--

Lm/;
1=1 

Total Momentum Density 
X I 

(6.3)p;u; = b.~ J
1+'2 

pu (x, t" fix 

J x)~ 

Total Energy Density 

2 ) 1 x)+} 

P; ( Hu;) +e; = b.x J p (~u2 +e)(x,tnfix (6.4) 

J x)_~ 

These averages are updated from time tTl to time tn +l = t71 + b. tn by a finite volume 

approximation: 
Total Mass Update 

11+1 _ 11 b. t1l [ n +~ 11+~ n+t 7l+t 1
P P - -- P u - P uj - j b. j +1 j+1 j_1 j_1Xj 2 2 2 2 

(6.5)tl'l+l 

11+1 ,,+1 1 ~J (2U 2 = -- U x t tPj+1 j+1 b. t P J+t' 
2 2 n tn 

Component Mass Update 
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n+1 n+1 _ n n 6. t" [ n+~ ,,+~ n+~ n+~ n+~ n+ ~ 1 
Pj J-lkj - Pj J-lk j - 6.x . Pj+~ Uj+~ J-lkj +~ - Pj_~ Uj_~ J-lkj_~ 

J (6.6)tn+ 1 
n+1 ,,+1 ,,+1 1 J ( 'w 

Pj+;Uj+; J-lkj+t = 6. t PJ-lku xj+~ ,t r t 
n tn 

Total Momentum Update 

n+ 1u"+1 = "u" _ 6.tn [[ n+~ ( un+~ )2 + pn+~ l- [ "+~ ( un+~ )2 + p n+t l lPJ J PJ J 6. Pj+1 j+1 j+1 Pj_1 j_1 j_1Xj 2 2 2 2 2 2 

(6.7)2 tn+1 
,,+1 ( n+1 ) ,, +1 1 J( 2 )( PP l U 12 + p / = -- pU + P x j +1,t t
J+2 J+2 J+2 6. t 2 

11. tn 

Total Energy Update 

Pj'+1(Huj'+1t + e;+1) = pj' (Huj, )2 + ej' ) 

n n n n
6. tn [[ n+~u" +t [1 (u +t )2 +e"+t 1+ p "+tu"+t 1-[ n+tu +t [1( u +t )2 +e +t I+pn+~u"+~11(6.8)
A X PJ+1 J+1 2 J+1 J+1 J+1 J+1 PJ- 1 J- 1 2 J- 1 J- 1 J_1 J-1 

U 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2j In+1 n+1 11+1 2 11+1 11+1 11+1 1 tn+J . 
p . 2U. 2 l(U. 2) + e . 2 + P . 2U. 2 = _J( pu[lu2 +e]+ Pu )( x t p tJ+ 1 J+1 [ 2 J+1 J+1 J+1 J+1 At 2 J+1,2 2 2 2 2 2 U n 2 

tn 

As in all finite volume schemes, the method reduces to the computation of the inter
cell flux (half time) values in equations (6.5)-(6.8). 

The key difference between the Gittings' approach and more traditional Godunov 
schemes like PPM (Colella and Woodward 1984) or PLM (Colella 1985) is that the 
temporal flux integrals are decomposed into spatial and characteristic components. 
Consider the space time region in bounded by the spatial interval 
x 1 - D 1 ::; X ::; X 1' t = t" , the temporal interval tTl ::; t ::; t,,+1' X = X l ' and the 

1+2 1+2 1+2 J+2 
characteristic x(t) = u(x,t ),x(t

1l
+1) = x 1 (see Figure 7 for a positive flow velocity), an 

J+
2 

application of the di vergence theorem to the conservation laws for mass momentum and 
energy yields: 

X 1 
J+ tn+ 1 2 

(6.9)J pudt J pdx 
x I - D 1tn 

X=X 1 J+'2 J+"2)+ t = tn2 

X 1 
1+tn+ l 2 

(6.10)J PJ-lkudt J PJ-lkdX 
x I-D 1tn 

X=X I 1+'2 j+'2J+
2 

X 1 

tn+1 2 

J (pu2 + P)dt J
)+-

pudx 
tn x I - D 1X=X I 1+"2 J+'2 

2 
J+
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X 1 

t1l +1 2J [PU (~U2 + e) + Pu 1dt J
]+-

p(~u2 + e )dx 
tn x 1-D 1X=X I )+2 1+21+2 

From these equalities we see that the 
flux integrals in equations (6.5)-(6.8) can 
be computed from the spatial and 

I .' 

characteristic integrals on the right hand 
side of equations (6.9)-(6.12). Using the . /
usual higher order Godunov approach we X=j' 
can compute the spatial integrals given 
the distance D 1 using a suitable 

J+ -
2 

reconstruction of the flow state from the 
cell averages at the beginning of the time 

X _ 1 
J 1--2 

-D 1 
'IJ - -

2 

(in practice using a van Leer or similar 

tl'l+1 

(6.12)+ JPudt 
tn :1;= U 

t= tn 

t 
r 
t + l1t 
Inn 

t 
n xX 

' 1 
J+

2 

type of second order reconstruction). The Figure 7: Characteristic schematic 
value for D . 1 is computed using a 

J+
2 

Riemann problem solution between the left and right reconstructed flow state at the cell 
boundary, as perhaps modified using the method of characteristics for a higher order 
solution, and the characteristic integrals are then approximated using the trapezoidal rule 
between the flow state at the foot of the incoming characteristic and the Riemann 
problem solution evaluated at the cell edge. In the actual code implementation the 
incoming characteristic is represented as the union of possibly two linear segments 
corresponding to the flow state on either side of the appropriate outgoing acoustic wave 
from the Riemann problem solution, which is itself solved by a linear approximation. The 
slope u ± c of the beginning segment is the acoustic wave speed at the foot of the 

characteristic [X. 1 - D . l' til ]as appropriate for a positive or negative flow velocity. The 
J+2 J + 2 

slope of the second segment is that from the Riemann problem solution at the cell edge. 
The two segments intersect at a common point with the outgoing wave from the Riemann 
problem solution. For a linear reconstruction of the flow velocity and sound speed this 
reduces to a quadratic equation in D. l ' 

J+
2 

The spatial integrals are computed using three point Gauss quadrature, geometry 
corrects are added as a component of the Gaussian integration. 

Thermal IsolationlUniform Strain Modifications 
The Gittings' hydro encapsulates equation of state calls into function calls based on 

given total specific internal energies, total specific volumes, and mass fractions. Volume 
fractions are both input and output to the EOS function. For pressure-temperature 
equilibrium these volume fractions are used as initial estimates for the P-T equilibrium 
solution (equation Error! Reference source not found. or 
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Error! Reference source not found.), for the multiple temperature model these volume 
fractions are used as input data for the solution to equation (3 .25). Thus no explicit EOS 
related modifications are needed in the basic hydro coding as these are embedded in the 
EOS function itself. Instead the hydro is extended to also include dynamic updates for the 
volume fraction equations (4.1) or(4.2). For simplicity we will again ignore geometry 
source terms (for axi-symmetry or spherical symmetry) as well as reaction and heat 
production terms (q" = o, ~ = 0,8 = 0 ). We can rewrite the volume fraction equation for 

both models in the form 
pc2

oak --. I Thermal Isolation N 

-- + \7.aku = Kk \7.u, K" = 

ak 
p"ci ' Note: E K" = 1. (6.13) 


ot a" IUniform Strain "=1 I 
The volume fractions are discretized by: 

x} +1 

(6.14)a,,} = D.~ . f a" (x, tn )dx. 
) x

1_1 
2 

The finite volume update for the volume fractions then becomes: 
X I X I - D I tn+ l 

2 a" ( x, tn+1) dx = 1: 1+-~ J+-
2 a" ( x, tn ) dx + J J K" \7.udxdt (6.15)1: J+

x I x I D I 
j-'2 J-'2 J-2 tn n(t) 

Here n ( t) is the image of the interval x . 1 ::; X ::; X . l' t = tll +1 under the inverse flow 
)-'2 1+'2 

map. We can rewrite equation(6.15) in the form: 

x 1 x 1 
x 1 X 1 J-2 J+ 2 tn+1

1: J+'2 a " (x,tn+1)dx 1: J+2ad x,tll )dx + J a,,(x,tn)dx J a" (X, tn)dX + J J K" \7·udxdt 
x 1 X I 
J-- j-- x - D x - D tn V(t)

2 2 J-} j-~ 1+} J+~ 

xJ_~ Xj+~ tn+l 

a,,}+l = a,,} +_1_[ J adx,tn)dx J adx,tn)dx +J J K,,\7.udxdt,. 
D. x 

) x 1 - D 1 x 1 - D 1 tn V(t)
J- J- J+ J+

2 2 2 2 

(6.16) 
The solution term in (6.16) is approximated by a first order forward difference in time 

from which we obtain the final update equation: 
x _ x

j 1 J
+1 

n+1 n ak (x, tn )dx +a kj a"j +V ~ I j ad x, tn)dx - f 
(II) x - D x -D

j-} J-~ J+~ J+} 

X +1 -D +1 (6.17)J 2

J
J 2 

Kdx,tll)dx 
x - D 

J-i J-iV(t,.) [V(tn+1) - V(t,.)] 

Here V (t) is the volume of the region n ( t) . The integration of the source terms K" are 

performed using the same reconstruction and derivative tools as provided by the code for 
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the main hydro update together with the usual three point Gaussian quadrature 
integration. The scheme as outlined here will only be first order in the volume fractions, 
but preserved the key property that the volume fractions should always sum to one. 

Numerical Examples 

Two Material Sod Problem 
The first problem we describe is a variation of the basic Sod Riemann problem test 

(Sod 1978). Specifically we consider a rectangular geometry one dimensional shock tube 
with two components initially at rest separated by a material interface, with the 
component on the right at a higher pressure. The nature of the hyperbolic front tracking 
algorithm in FronTier is such that this code essentially hardwires this Riemann problem 
solution into its solver, and as such, for this test problem the FronTier solution may be 
interpreted as the effectively "exact" solution, at least until the waves generated by the 
interaction reflect at the domain boundaries. The explicit setup for this test problem is 
described in Table 5. 

Table 5: Two Material Sod Problem S -- 

p 
(
x,O 

Geometry 1D Rectangular symmetry 
Equation of State 

Perfect (Gamma law) gases 
Component 1 initially in the interval 0 :s x :s 0.5 cm 

Component 1 12 

Y =2.0 C = 10 ergs/ gramle V 
I 'V,l 

Component 2 initially in the interval 0.5 :s x:s 1 cm 
Component 2 12 

Y2 =1.4, C
V2 

= 10 ergs/gramleV 

Initial Flow state 

) _ { 0.001 grams/ee, 0,; x < 0.5 em ( ) _ rXIOO pbar, 0'; x < 0.5 em 
- 4 ,P x,O -

1.25 x 10 grams/cc, 0.5 ~ x < 1 cm 105 f-ibar, 0.5 ~ x < 1 cm 

u(x,O) =0, O~ x < 1 cm 

An obvious effect of the solution methods for this test problem is to increase the 
width of the mixing zone between the components as seen in Figure 8. Thermal 
equilibrium spreads the temperature profile across the contact discontinuity which further 
enhances mass diffusion between the two materials. The figure also shows that the 
calculations are showing a proper behavior with respect to mesh refinement. The second 
illustration in this figure used a mesh ten times finer than the first and shows a correspond 
reduction in error consistent with a first order rate of convergence, which theoretically the 
best one could hope for a flow with discontinuities. 
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Figure 8: Solution to the two material Sod problem. 


Strong Shock Spherical Implosion of Perfect Gases 
Our next test problem is to compute a spherically symmetric refraction of a strong 

shock through an interface between two gases. The setup for this interaction is shown in 
Table 6. 

Mach 15 shock refract' Table 6: Set- f\- - - -- - ' ---- -- - - --- - - - - - - - - -- --- - - 

Geometry ID Spherical symmetry 
Equation of State 

Perfect (Gamma law) gases 

Component 1 
Component 1 initially in the interval 0 :s r:S 3 cm 

10 

Y
1 
=1.1, C

V1 
=4x1O ergs/gramJe V 

Component 2 Component 2 initially in the interval 3 < r < 10 cm 
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Y2 = 2.0, C - 4xlO ergs/gram/eVr V2 

Initial Flow state 


.00 I grams/ee, 0,; r < 3 em 

p( r,O) = 1.0 grams/ce, 3,; r < 4 em , P(r,O) ={ IO: pbar, 0'; r < 4 em 

3.0 grams/cc, 4:::; r < 10 cm 10 flbar, 4:::; r < 10 cm 

u ( r, 0) = 0, 0:::; r < 10 cm 

Figure 9 shows the 
Time ; 0.000200 sec -- T__ - P·TE........
configuration after the incoming j l e-l0 

-- u.-m Stroinshock generated by the high ~ l e ' 09 
Tracked Inlerface 

pressure region has refracted l le'08 

through the material interface and l e ' 07 ~ 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 '< 3 3.5 4 4.5 5- 500 zones 

shortly before the transmitted shock > '001 "-(~(
reflects at the origin. At this point ~ 10 ~ 1 rr--.-..r ................ _...... . 

the four different schemes (P-T t 

01 · · · - ·.-· .. . ..·· ······ ·-1equilibrium, thermal isolation, ~ 
0.5 15 2.5 3 35 4 4.5 5uniform strain, and FronTier Di"lIl1C«cm) 

_ F_ P·T E...-un _ F_ T___
interface tracking) produce fairly ~ 1000 

100 _F_ UnIormSt__ F_ T_ 'nl_similar solutions. The main 1 10 

difference is again the much greater f 0.1 LI __________________ 

width to the mixing zone produced - o 0.5 1 5 

by the pressure-temperature 
equilibrium method than either of Figure 9: Imploding interface after refraction. 
the non-equilibrium temperature models. The FronTier result has a zero mixing zone 
width by construction. It is difficult to see in this picture, but the FronTier transmitted 
shock is also moving slightly faster than the ones produced by any of the RAGE schemes. 

The difference in structure of the mixing zone becomes even more apparent after 
reshock, which occurs when the 
shock wave produced by the "·T~11 _ 41~-·O-~ -- . -- -..,;o

-II!IIIIrmS'"reflection of the transmitted shock at j 2 
1- ~ T__ ,.the origin again refracts through the Se-+ _ . . . .. 

o 0 1 0.2 03 04 05 011 01 08 00-8 1 100 ......material interface (Figure 10). Here 
0._(=) 

we begin to see differences in the >" 

thermal structure of the mixing zone 
~ 

due to the different algorithms. We J ~I ~-note that the thermal isolation is D Dl 0.2 03 0.. 05 0 15 07 08 <09 
~(",,)producing higher temperatures than _'.......,P-Tf........ 
_........_

_~_T__any of the other methods. We also l 
-.~--i i A

see a strong spike of density in the ~ ] buI.io. wiIIfl -10&1 
pressure-temperature equilibrium J ill

II 11.1 0.2 03 0 .• OS OS (l7 08 009 
~(cm)case. This is in fact a time delay 

~~_________________________ 

2.5 
Dw stancc (cm) 

3.5 45 5 

effect due to the slower moving Figure 10: Reshocked interface structure. 
shock wave produced by this 
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method. The most marked difference is that the pressure-temperature equilibrium method 
has enormously expanded the width of the mixing zone to nearly fifty mesh cells. For 
problems where it is important to keep sharp interfaces this effect could be significant. 

Non-ideal gas Strong Shock Refraction 
Our final example is for an interaction between materials with stiff equations of state. 

More specifically we use a one dimensional variation of the test problem described in the 
section Front Tracking verses Pressure Temperature Equilibrium Flows. Once again we 
consider the compression of an air cavity by a shock refraction originating in an outside 
layer of tin. The equation of state parameters and initial data are the same as those 
described in Table 1. This test problem shows that a stiff equation of state leads to more 
dramatic differences between the computed results among the various algorithms being 
tested here. Figure 11 shows a detail of the flow state after the initial refraction of the 
shock through the air/tin material interface, but before any of the waves produced by this 
refraction have interacted with the domain boundaries. At this point the exact solution is 
given by the solution to a Riemann problem, and as stated earlier the FronTier code 
reproduces such solutions since they are effectively imposed by the propagation 
algorithm for interfaces. One of the obvious differences between the solution methods is 
that the thermal isolation method is now producing extremely high temperatures behind 
the transmitted shock front in the air. The small insert in the middle of the figure shows 
that this temperature is in fact an order of magnitude or more higher than the FronTier or 
uniform strain values. This is possibly associated with discretization errors in the volume 
fraction equation update equation(6.17). On the other hand, the pressure temperature 
equilibrium temperatures are significantly lower than the Riemann problem solution 
temperature. Indeed by comparison with the other methods, temperature equilibrium 
leads to almost no observable heating in the air behind the transmitted shock. This is also 
evident by the lagging position of the transmitted shock for this method. Interestingly 
enough, the pressure behind the transmitted shock is similar for all of the schemes, but 
the density of the shocked air for pressure-temperature equilibrium is much lower than 
for the other methods. 

This test problem was extremely useful for debugging purposes and showed up some 
important numerical issues that are relevant to any code. In particular it showed that 
when stiff materials are present in a computation, the quality of the equation of state used 
in the code becomes much more significant. In particular, the stiff material tin in this 
example supports tension (negative pressure), while the air does not. Numerical errors 
during shock refraction through the interface can lead to cells with tension and it was 
necessary to modify the mixed material equation of state evaluation equation (3.23) to 
ensure that the solution pressure remains in the appropriate domain for each material. 
Numerical errors in the component equation of state evaluations were also problematic. 
The standard mixed cell equ~tion of state in RAGE is computed by first sampling the 
component densities and specific internal energies as functions of pressure and 
temperature onto a lattice and then uses bilinear interpolation to reconstruct the values. 
This gives the code a lot of flexibility for the use of general equations of state, but 
produces substantial differences from the original analytic formulas used to generate the 
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> 1000 
.~. 100 
~ 10 
'" 1
E 0.1 a 0.01 

table. In this case, these errors were enough to render this problem incomputable. 
Basically the errors lead to such strong refraction transients that the time step increment 
was reduced to almost zero. It was only when the stiff gamma law gas equation of state 
was encoded to be used directly (rather than indirectly via a pressure/temperature table 
inversion) that the code could proceed through the interaction and produce the solutions 
illustrated in Figure 11. This issue would be expected to occur in any code that uses a 
tabular equation of state without sufficient accuracy to represent real equation of state 
appropriately. 

18+12 T ime = 1 e-05 sec ~.:--

1e·11
.t:l '" pressure PTE 3 	 '8+10 

presso~ TI~ 1~09
;:? -- pressure US1~ 

-- pressure FTQ. 	 1..07 

, ...06 


0 	 1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 

-- temperatura PTE 
-- t~v_mat_Air TI 

tav_mat_Sn TI 
-- tev mat ~r U:S 

tav_nl3t_Sn US 

!1 
E -- t~mperatureFT0.001 


0.0001 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

100U 

~ 10 
e 1~ Densty PTE 
>..... 0.1 -- DenstyTI 

-- DenstyUS'" 	 001~ -- DenstvFT
0.001 

0 2 3 7 8 9 104 Disancc (c~ 

Figure 11: Strong shock refraction from tin to air. 

The difference in the computed solutions also raises the usual question as to which to 
believe. The absolute answer is of course none of them, in the sense that all calculations 
are subject to errors. The more pragmatic answer is that the front tracking method 
reproduces the Riemann problem solution by construction, and the uniform strain method 
most closely matches this solution. It is likely the case that improvements in the 
hyperbolic method, and in particular the manner in which the volume fraction equation is 
solved could substantially improve the thermal isolation solution (and the uniform strain 
as well). In fact , the thermal isolation solution would probably best be computed by 
advecting the component entropies directly instead of the volume fractions and then using 
an entropy based equation of state to compute the volume fractions. 

Conclusion 
There is no easy answer to the treatment of non-equilibrium mixing as any attempt 

involves the substitution of empirical models for the dynamics of the mixing process. 
Here we have described some of the mathematical consequences of relaxing temperate 
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equilibrium for mixed cell hydrodynamics. The solutions are not perfect, but appear to be 
improvements on the artificial imposition of temperature equilibrium among shocked 
material components. Such methods can be implemented into existing codes without 
substantial modifications of the algorithms already in use in those codes, making these 
classes for methods more practical for use in computations. Front tracking probably is the 
best one could hope for in a solution since it effectively reduced to an attempt to fully 
resolve the interactions between materials. This however adds a substantial complication 
of treating the interface geometry explicitly. Other front tracking methods like level sets 
might also be a possible approach, but were not investigated in this work. 

One lesson from this effort is that the equation of state treatment for general materials 
requires a lot of work. Most academic codes are limited to either perfect gases or perhaps 
stiff gamma law gases using analytic formulas. This makes for more robust codes, but 
severely limits their applications to flow with real materials. Tabular equations of state 
are more flexible, but unless the interpolation scheme is both smooth and accurate, 
interpolation errors can lead to very undesirable behavior in the flow solvers. 

Finally, the numerical study for the two dimensional implosion described here was 
part of the Ph.D. thesis or co-author T. Masser, who was supervised by J. Grove. 
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